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1. Read the text and answer the question.

Hi, my name is Bob. I have a lot of friends, but 
Paul is my best friend. He is honest and generous. 
We have many things in common. We usually 
play chess after school. It’s my favorite. Both of 
us love eating hamburgers.

Which of the following DOES NOT have an answer in the text?

A) What do they do in their free time?   B) What are Paul’s personal traits?

C) What is Bob’s favorite activity?   D) Which school subjects do they like?

2. Read the conversation below and answer the question.

I think, he/she says

“please” and “thank you”.

Jane

To me, he/she always tells the 
truth.

Adam

In my view, he/she backs me up

when I need him/her.

Betty

In my opinion, he/she

buys presents to me.
Craig

Opinions 
about
a true 
friend

Who thinks a true friend should be generous?

A) Jane B) Adam C) Craig D) Betty
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3. Look at the invitation card and answer the question.

GREEN CAFE
Free Food and Drinks

For more information call Phillip at 555-6546284

Which of the following DOES NOT have an answer in the invitation card?

A) Who can join the event?    B) Who is the party for?

C) Why will they meet in Green Cafe?   D) How can we learn the details of the event?

4. These are Clara’s classmates. They are talking about her personal traits.

I don’t get on well with her. We 
often argue.

Albert

She is always with me when 
I need her.

Andrea

She always makes me smile.

Jack

She always tells my secrets to 
everyone.

Jennifer

Which of the following is CORRECT according to the information above?

A) All of them think, Clara is a true friend.  B) Jack thinks, she is funny.

C) Clara never backs Andrea up.   D) Albert and Clara are close friends.
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5. Read the conversation and answer the question.

John :  Hi, friends! I’m organizing a tennis 
tournament on Saturday. You can invite 
your friends. Why don’t you attend?

Sarah :  You know, I am good at it. You have no 
chance to win.

Ted :  Thanks for inviting me but I’m not interested 
in tennis.

Barney :  That would be great. Text me about the 
time.

Casey :  That sounds great but I am going to visit 
my uncle.

According to the conversation above, which of 
the following is CORRECT?

A) Sarah isn’t interested in tennis.
B) Casey will available on Saturday.

C) Barney asks for some more information about the 
event.

D) Ted likes playing tennis.

6. Read the information below and answer the question.

Mr. Taylor asked his students about personal traits of 
a true friend. Here are the results;

A true friend should be 
-----

Number of the 
students

honest 7

generous 6

helpful 9

kind 3

funny 4

cool 1

According to the results, which of the following 
is NOT CORRECT?

A) Six of them think, a true friend should share 
things.

B) Just one student thinks, a true friend should say 
“thank you” and “please”.

C) Most of them think, a true friend should support 
their friends.

D) Less than half of them think, a true friend should 
never tell lies.

7. Read the conversation and answer the question.

Amelia :  Hi, Jessie. How are you doing?

Jessie :  I’m great, thanks. 

Amelia :  -----?

Jessie :  No, I’m free. Why?

Amelia :  We are meeting at Sun Cafe. -----? 

Jessie :  That would be great. -----?

Amelia :   Jack, Susan and Maria.

Jessie :  -----? 

Amelia :  We’ll meet at 7 p.m.

Which of the following DOES NOT complete the 
conversation?

A) Who else will you come

B) Are you busy tonight

C) How about joining us

D) How can I go there

8. Emily’s classmates wrote their opinions about her 
personal traits on her social media account. Here 
are their comments;

Username

You are the best friend  
I have ever met. You are 

awesome.

Paul

You are always with me 
when I need you.

Sarah
Your behavior is 

sometimes insulting. You 
should be more tactful. 

Tim

Your style always attracts 
me. You are so terrific.

Eva

According to the information above, whose 
comment is disappointing?

A) Paul B) Sarah C) Tim D) Eva
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9. Read the emails below and answer the question.

Which of the following is NOT CORRECT according to the emails above?

A) They are meeting for the school tournament.
B) All the participants have to bring their food.

C) The picnic is at City Park in the morning.

D) Felix accepts the invitation and he is bringing some food.

10. Researchers asked girls and boys about their favorite free time activities. Here are the results:

Favourite Free Time Activities

50

40

30

20

10

0
listen to music read a book go camping go online

girls
boys

Which of the following is CORRECT according to the results?

A) Girls spend their free time in nature more than the boys. 
B) Listening to music is more popular than reading a book among the boys.

C) Surfing the Net is the most popular free time activity for both girls and boys.

D) Boys are interested in reading books more than the girls. 
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11. Lisa and Nancy decided to join an after school club together. Here are their interests:

Nancy’s Interests

 \ Playing tennis
 \ Watching movies
 \ Surfing the Net

Lisa’s Interests

 \ Going camping
 \ Preparing dishes
 \ Playing online games

Which of the following is appropriate for both of them?

A) NATURE CLUB B) SPORTS CLUB C) COOKING CLUB D) TECHNOLOGY CLUB

12. Lisa, Paul and Amy want to attend an after school club together. Lisa likes preparing traditional dishes. Paul is 
interested in playing the guitar and Amy wants to do exercises. 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

 \ Cooking club
 \ Piano club
 \ Art club

 \ Sports club
 \ Computer club
 \ Nature club

 \ Yoga club
 \ Swimming club
 \ Drama club

 \ Music club
 \ Kitchen club
 \ Gymnastics club

According to the information above, which of the following is suitable day for all of them?

A) Monday B) Tuesday C) Wednesday D) Thursday

13. Read the messages and complete the sentence.

Emma

Hi, Rosie! What’s up?

Of course.

Thank you, Emma. What about you?

See you. Bye.

Great! We are meeting for Betty’s 
birthday at her house on Saturday 

evening. Would you like to join us?

I’m so busy on that day but I will be 
there. Please, text me her address.

According to the messages, Rosie -----.

A) tells Emma what she is doing now
B) cannot join the event because she is so busy

C) apologizes for not attending the event

D) needs an extra information about the event

14. Read the conversation below and answer the 
question.

Albert :  Hey, Robert! You look very fit. -----?

Robert :  Of course, yes. I like doing exercises after 
school.

Albert :  Well! -----?

Robert :  Swimming and jogging.

Albert :  Great! -----?

Robert :  With my brother, Jack. 

Which of the following questions DOES NOT 
Albert ask Robert?

A) Who does the sports in your family mostly
B) Which sports do you do mostly

C) Do you do sports regularly

D) Who do you go jogging with
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15. Look at the poster below and answer the question.

AT GREEN PARK

YELLOW CITY SCHOOL

Camping • Outdoor Activity • BBQ Party
ENJOY REAL ADVENTURES AND LEARN NEW EXPERIENCE

For more information please call Dave at 555-568741
Don’t forget to bring your equipment!

17 - 24 APRIL

JOIN NOW

Which of the following DOES NOT have an answer in the poster?

A) What is the date of the event?   B) Where is the event going to be?

C) Which equipment should the participant bring? D) What is the name of the school?

16. Read the information below and answer the question.

Some teenagers watched a movie last night. Some of them are talking about the film. Here are their comments:

Jim :  It was the best film I have ever seen.

Helen :  I think, the film was very terrific.

Kate :  To me, the movie was very unbearable. 

Jack :  At the end of the film, I was very happy.

According to the information, who DID NOT like the movie?

A) Kate B) Jack C) Helen D) Jim
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17. George is playing a game. He should choose the correct moves and find Nancy’s favorite activity. 

Brian loves being in nature because she thinks it 
is more relaxing.

Indoor Activities

watching a 
movie

trekking
going to the 

theatre
camping

She would like to see 
a play.

Outdoor Activities

She prefers walking in 
the forest to staying in 

a tent.

Nancy’s favorite activity is -----.

A) watching a movie B) going to the theatre C) trekking D) camping

18. Lisa wants to make Fajita so she is looking for its recipe on the Internet. She finds this website.

Ingredients

Process

How to serve

Cooking way

Which icon SHOULD Lisa click first to make Fajita?

A) Ingredients B) Process C) How to serve D) Cooking way
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19. Mr. Parker does a class survey about the favorite Internet activities. He asked 100 students about what they do on 
the Internet. Here are their answers: 

�	 45	students	use	the	Net	to	keep	in	touch	with	their	friends

�	 25	students	use	the	Net	to	buy	something

�	 20	students	use	the	Net	to	learn	foreign	language

�	 The	rest	of	them	use	the	Net	to	search	for	information

Which of the following shows the results of the survey?

A) do research
10% contact 

with each 
other
25%

online 
shopping

20%

learn foreign 
language

45%

do research
20%

contact 
with each 

other
25%online 

shopping
45%

learn foreign 
language

10%

do research
20%

contact 
with each 

other
45%

online 
shopping

25%

learn foreign 
language

10%

do research
10%

contact 
with each 

other
45%

online 
shopping

25%

learn foreign 
language

20%

  B) do research
10% contact 

with each 
other
25%

online 
shopping

20%

learn foreign 
language

45%

do research
20%

contact 
with each 

other
25%online 

shopping
45%

learn foreign 
language

10%

do research
20%

contact 
with each 

other
45%

online 
shopping

25%

learn foreign 
language

10%

do research
10%

contact 
with each 

other
45%

online 
shopping

25%

learn foreign 
language

20%

 

C) 

do research
10% contact 

with each 
other
25%

online 
shopping

20%

learn foreign 
language

45%

do research
20%

contact 
with each 

other
25%online 

shopping
45%

learn foreign 
language

10%

do research
20%

contact 
with each 

other
45%

online 
shopping

25%

learn foreign 
language

10%

do research
10%

contact 
with each 

other
45%

online 
shopping

25%

learn foreign 
language

20%

 D) 

do research
10% contact 

with each 
other
25%

online 
shopping

20%

learn foreign 
language

45%

do research
20%

contact 
with each 

other
25%online 

shopping
45%

learn foreign 
language

10%

do research
20%

contact 
with each 

other
45%

online 
shopping

25%

learn foreign 
language

10%

do research
10%

contact 
with each 

other
45%

online 
shopping

25%

learn foreign 
language

20%

20. Look	at	the	Brad’s	plan	and	answer	the	question.
Monday

(2 p.m.-4 p.m.)
Tuesday

(4 p.m.-6 p.m.)
Wednesday

(6 p.m.-8 p.m.)
Friday

(7 p.m.-10 p.m.)

Having	a	French	Course Volleyball	training Going	to	cinema Going	shopping

Craig :		Hey,	Brad!	We	are	meeting	at	Sun	Cafe	for	Lisa’s	birthday	on	Wednesday.	Will	you	come?

Brad :		What	time?

Craig :		At	seven	in	the	evening.

Brad :   -----.

Which of the following completes the conversation?

A)	Sounds	great!	I’ll	be	there	on	that	day	 	 B)	I’m	sorry	but	I	can’t	come.	I’m	going	shopping

C)	I’d	love	to	but	I	must	train	for	the	tournament	 	 D)	Great	idea	but	I	am	going	to	watch	a	movie
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21. Read the text, look at the table and answer the question.

Jake and Oliver want to do something different this weekend. Here is the list of their types of interests:

Jake’s Interests

 \ Sports
 \ Computers
 \ Board games

Oliver’s Interests

 \ Music
 \ Drawing
 \ Do exercise

According to the table, which of the following is an appropriate place for them to go?

A) Rock concert B) Gym C) Art gallery D) Chess tournament

22. Read the text below and answer the question.

Barbara is a chef at a famous restaurant. She makes delicious dishes from 
different cuisine.

Today, Jennifer is cooking her specialty. It’s very easy to make. Here is the recipe: 
First, in a large bowl, mix water, oil, flour and salt. Knead the dough for 2 minutes. 
Place the dough in a greased pan. Put the cheese, tomato sauce, sausages and 
peppers on it.

Bake it in the preheated oven for 20 minutes. 

Enjoy it!

Which of the following CAN BE Jennifer’s special dish?

A) Spaghetti with Tomato Sauce   B) Roasted Chicken

C) Vegetable Salad     D) Homemade Pizza

23. Jessica and Martin want to eat pancakes together. 
Alice likes only sour flavors but Pam loves eating 
pancakes with sweet fruits.

1. Lemon

2. Honey

3. Chocolate

4. Jam

5. Strawberries

Which of the following number SHOULD they 
order for their pancakes?

A) 1, 3 B) 1, 4 C) 1, 5 D) 2, 5

24. Martha invites her friends for dinner. They are talking 
about their favorite food. 

Pam :  I dislike fatty food. I think, it’s not healthy.

Alex :  I can’t stand junk food. 

Rose :  I never eat meat. 

Which of the following meal SHOULD Martha 
prepare?

A) Grilled steak B) Fried potatoes

C) Hamburger D) Lentil soup
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25. Read the conversation and answer the question.

Pamela :  Hi, mum! I want to make an omelet. -----?

Mum :  Of course, honey. 

Pamela :  -----?

Mum :  Eggs, some butter, a little salt and pepper and water.

Pamela :  -----?

Mum :  5 minutes.

Pamela :  Thanks mum.

Which of the following does NOT complete the conversation?

A) Can you help me     B) What is the process 

C) What are the ingredients    D) How long does it take to make it

26. Amber, Bernard, Charlotte and Dave are at the restaurant now. They ate something what they like most. Read the 
information below and answer the question.

�	 Amber	ate	salad	and	grilled	steak.

�	 Bernard	ordered	cookies	with	coffee.

�	 Charlotte	had	fried	potatoes	and	fruit	juice.

�	 Dave	ordered	sushi	and	vegetable	soup.	

According  to the information, which of the following is NOT CORRECT?

A)	Amber	enjoys	only	eating	vegetables.	 	 B)	Bernard	likes	eating	sweet	things.

C)	Charlotte	enjoys	fatty	food.	 	 	 	 D)	Dave	loves	seafood.

27. Maggie wants to attend a cooking course. He is interested in learning different recipes but she only likes food cooked 
in water.

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

Grilling Roasting Boiling Baking 

According to the information above, which day should she join?

A) Monday  B) Tuesday  C) Wednesday D) Thursday
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28. Read the recipe and complete the sentence.

APPLE CAKE RECIPE
Process:
First, preheat the oven to 175°C. Then slice the apples. 
Second, whisk the eggs and sugar in a large bowl. Add the flour, baking 
soda, oil, cinnamon and vanilla into it and mix them with a blender. 
Then, put the sliced apples and chopped walnuts into the mixture. 
After that, pour the mixture into the cake pan. Bake in the preheated 
oven for half an hour. 
Finally, take out the cake from the oven and allow cooling slightly. 
The apple cake is ready. You can serve it at room temperature. Enjoy it.

Which of the following DOES NOT have an answer in the text?

A) What are the ingredients of it?   B) How long does it take to bake it?

C) How much sugar do we need?   D) How can we serve it?

29. The pie chart below shows the results of a study on 
the favorite food of 100 teens.

fried 
potatoes

25%

meatballs
20%

pasta
30%

cookies
15%

salad
10%

Which of the following is CORRECT according to 
the information above?

A) Teens prefer eating vegetables to desserts.

B) Teens mostly eat sweet things.

C) Teens never eat meat.

D) Teens prefer eating fatty food to sweet things.

30. Mr. Parker does a research about favorite 
communication ways of 100 teens in England. Here 
are the results:

Ways of  
Communication

Number of the 
Teens

Making a phone call 10

Writing a letter 3

Using social networks 47

Sending an e-mail 5

Talking face to face 20

Texting messages 15

Which of the following is CORRECT according 
to the results?

A) Talking on the phone is more popular than texting 
messages.

B) Teens never use the old fashioned ways of 
communication.

C) Nearly half of the teens use social media to keep 
in touch.

D) Face to face communication is less popular than 
sending messages.
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31. Read the phone conversation below and answer the question.

Andrea :  Good morning. Nelson Company. How may I help you?

William :  I have a problem with my tablet.

Andrea :  OK! What’s the problem?

William :  It cannot connect to the Internet. Could you help me?

Andrea :  Well! I’ll send you our service in a week. Can I take your address?

William :  220 King Street, Baytown, London

Which of the following is NOT CORRECT according to the conversation?

A) Andrea picks up the phone calls in the call centre. B) William wants to return his product.

C) Andrea will send a new tablet to her costumer. D) Andrea asks for some personal information.

32. Read the conversation and answer the question.

Louis :  I’m very hungry. Let’s make something.

Emma :  Why don’t we have barbecue?

Louis :  Sorry, I can’t. -----.

Which of the following completes the conversation?

A) I can’t stand grilled food    B) I don’t like boiled food

C) I hate roasted meals     D) I don’t like vegetables

33. Read the phone conversation and answer the question.

Barbara :  Hi, this is Barbara. Is Janet there?

Mary :  Hello. She isn’t available at the moment. Would you like to leave a message?

Barbara :  Yes, please. -----?

Mary :  Sure. Good bye.

Which of the following completes the conversation?

A) Could you hold on a moment, please   B) Can you tell her that Barbara called, please

C) Could you repeat that, please   D) Can I take a memo, please
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34. Read the conversation below and answer the 
question.

Jack :  Hi! This is Jack, Paul’s classmate. Is Paul 
there?

Debra :  Hello! I’m afraid he isn’t at home now. Would 
you like to leave a message?

Jack :  Yes, could you tell him that we will meet for 
Emily’s birthday at Moon Cafe at 4 p.m.?

Debra :  All right. I will take a note for him. Bye.

Which of the following CAN BE Debra’s note for 
Paul?

A) Jack called you. You will celebrate for Emily’s 
birthday at Moon Cafe’. It will be at 4 p.m.

B) Jack called you. You have to call him at Moon 
Cafe’ at 4 p.m.

C) Jack called you. He invites you his birthday party. 
It will be at Moon Cafe’ at 4 p.m.

D) Emily called you. You will meet up at Moon Cafe’ 
at 4 p.m. for Jack’s birthday party.

35. Read the conversation and complete the sentence.

Teacher :  Why do you use your smartphone?

Tim :  I use it to contact my friends.

Jane :  I usually do online shopping on my 
smartphone.

Harry :  I practice my English by my smartphone.

Amy :  I always learn how to cook something.

According to the conversation -----.

A) Amy uses her smartphone to order something to 
eat

B) Tim never keeps in touch with friends

C) Harry improves his foreign language

D) Jane uses online banking application on her 
smartphone

36. The pie chart below shows the results of a study on 
the most popular products buying online of 100 teens.

books
10%

mobile 
phones

45%

clothes
20%

concert 
ticket
15%

kitchen tools
10%

Which of the following is CORRECT according 
to the results?

A) Less than half of the teens buy technological 
products.

B) Teens never buy books on the Net.

C) Teens always buy something to prepare meals.

D) Clothes are the third popular products among the 
teens.

37. Read the conversation and complete the sentence.

Helen :  Good morning. Kate Parker speaking. How 
may I help you?

Mark :  Good morning. I bought a laptop from you 
last week but it doesn’t work properly.

Helen :  Wait a minute. I’ll put you through to the 
customer service.

Mark :  Thank you.

Mark makes a phone call to -----.

A) make an excuse

B) help customers about their problems

C) make a complaint

D) buy a laptop
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38. Researchers asked boys and girls about the types of communication ways they preferred. Here are the results:
Favourite Ways of Communication

45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

social 
networks

text a 
message

talk on the
phone

video
chats

face to face
communication

boys
girls

According to the information above, which of the following is NOT CORRECT?

A) Girls use video chats more than the boys.
B) Social media is the most popular way of communication both girls and boys.

C) Girls prefer meeting up with their friends more than the boys.

D) Making phone calls is more popular among the boys than the girls.

39.  

George :  Hello! This is George. -----?

Sandra :  I’m afraid; he is not available at the moment. -----? 

George :  Yes, could you tell him to call Mr. Parker? His number is 555-589552.

Sandra :  -----?

George :  Of course! 555-589552.

Sandra :  All right. I’ll tell him when he gets back. Bye!

Which of the following questions DOES NOT complete the conversation?

A) Could you hold on a moment, please   B) Would you like to leave a message

C) Can I speak to Matt, please    D) Could you repeat that, please
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40. Harry uses some applications on his smartphone. He learns the lyrics of the songs, finds his ways in the traffic, shares 
his ideas and opinions and translates a sentence.

According to the information above, which of the following application DOES NOT Harry use?

A)  B)  C)  D) 

41. Martin and Nancy are best friends but they have different interests. They will meet and surf the Net together tonight. 
These are their interests:

Martin’s Interests

 \ Fashion
 \ Sports
 \ The Internet

Nancy’s Interests

 \ Cooking
 \ Books
 \ Smartphones 

Which of the following websites WILL they visit together?

A) www.trendy-clothes.com    B) www.easy-recipes.com

C) www.basketball-rules.com    D) www.technology-world.com

42. Some teens below are talking about the Social Networking Sites. They have different opinions. 

Social Media negatively affects 
students' success.

Matt

Strangers can get our personal 
information.

Rose

Social Networking sites cause 
addiction.

Eddie

We keep in touch with our 
friends easily by using Social 

Networks.
Olivia

According to the speech bubbles, who thinks Social Media is useful?

A) Matt B) Rose C) Eddie D) Olivia
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43. Read the text and answer the question.

Mr. Allison asked 100 students what they do on the Internet. Here are the results:

�	 24	students	use	the	Internet	to	do	homework.

�	 16	students	use	the	Internet	to	follow	foreign	series.

�	 38	students	use	the	Internet	to	play	online	games.

�	 22	students	use	the	Internet	to	search	for	different	recipes.

Which of the following is NOT CORRECT according to the information above? 

A)	 Nearly	%25	of	the	students	use	the	Internet	for	educative	purpose.
B)	 Most	of	the	students	use	the	Internet	just	for	fun.

C)	 Students	learn	how	to	cook	on	the	Internet.

D)	 Watching	something	on	the	Internet	is	very	popular	among	the	students.

44. Mr.	Parker	asked	girls	and	boys	about	their	Internet	activities	they	preferred.	Here	are	the	results:
Favourite Internet Activities

40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

do
research

practise
English

use Social
Networks

watch
videos

girls
boys

Which of the following is NOT CORRECT according to the results?

A)	 Searching	for	information	is	the	least	popular	among	the	girls.
B)	 Boys	watch	videos	more	than	the	girls.

C)	 Using	Social	Media	is	the	most	popular	among	both	girls	and	boys.

D)	 Girls	learn	foreign	languages	on	the	Internet	more	than	the	boys.
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45. Read the text answer the question.

Hi! My name is Elif. We use the Internet for different purposes in my family. For example, I use the 
Internet to watch movies, listen to music and contact with my friends. My dad, Fatih checks his bank 

account and reads newspaper online. My mum, Selma looks for new recipes and does shopping online. 
My brother, Berk follows science blogs. He also likes playing online games.Elif

Which of the following shows the Internet habits of Elif’s family?

A) Elif www.best-films.com

Fatih www.abcbank.com

Selma www.fashion.com

Berk www.facebook.com

  B) Elif www.bestmusic.com

Fatih www.bbcnews.com

Selma www.youtube.com

Berk www.online-games.com

C) Elif www.song-lyrics.com

Fatih www.gazeteler.com

Selma www.easyrecipes.com

Berk www.bilimveteknik.com

  D) Elif www.bestmovies.com

Fatih www.worldnews.com

Selma www.onlinegames.com

Berk www.youtube.com

46. Read the text and complete the sentence.

Brenda

Hi! I think the Internet is very important. I use the Internet for many 
things for example I read newspaper or magazine, buy something, 
chat with my classmates and play online games. Every day, I check 
my e-mail. The Internet plays an important role in my everyday life.

Hello! I use the Internet to improve my knowledge, keep in 
touch with my relatives in Social Media. The Internet also 

helps me a lot with my homework.  William

According to the text, William and Brenda -----.

A) search for information on the Internet   B) contact with others on the Net

C) read news online     D) do their homework on the Internet

47. Read the text and answer the question.

Hi! I’m Derek. I am a student in the 8th grade. I use the Internet by smartphone. 
Whenever I have a question I search immediately. Using the smartphone is 
very fast and comfortable. I usually use the Internet at weekends because, my 
lessons are very difficult. I think that the Internet is very important in our live.Derek

Which of the following does NOT have an answer in the text above?

A) Why does she use the Internet?   B) How does she connect to the Internet?

C) When does she go online?    D) Why does she use the smartphone?
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48. Here is Emre’s search history in last week:

EBA Kurs
Haber.com
ABC Bank
Billet-al.com
Chat-room

SEARCH

Which of the following is NOT RELATED to Emre’s Internet habit?

A) He follows online courses.    B) He buys tickets online.

C) He makes new friends online.   D) He uploads his photos.

49. Read the conversation and answer the question.

David :  You must create strong password on the 
Internet.

Elmer :  What do you mean?

David :  I mean, -----.

Which of the following completes the 
conversation? 

A) keep your password secret

B) share your password with your friends

C) use a mixture of letters, numbers and punctuation

D) ask for help from the customer service

50. Read the conversation and answer the question.

Bob :  Hey, Amy! What do you like doing in your 
spare time?

Amy :  I enjoy going online. It’s my favorite.

Bob :  -----?  

Amy :  I search for information, read news online and 
do shopping online.

Bob :  -----?  

Amy :  Sorry, what do you mean?

Bob :   -----? 

Amy :  Via my smartphone and tablet.

Which of the following questions DOES NOT Bob 
ask Amy?

A) What do you use the Internet for
B) How do you usually connect to the Net

C) Where do you use the Internet

D) Which devices do you prefer when you use the 
Internet


